
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Listen back to this webinar delivered by Dr Yassir Javaid here. 

Q - In terms of diagnosis, can AF be detected from a pulse check? 

A - No AF must be confirmed by 12 lead ECG. A pulse is a great screen for persistent AF 
(i.e. if regular pulse unlikely to be AF) but an irregular pulse can be due to other causes 
(e.g. ectopics and sinus arrhythmia) as well as AF. 

Q - Do you still need a 12 lead ECG if the Alivcor says possible AF? 

A - Yes unless you are 100% confident that the rhythm strict is diagnostic of AF. Also a 12 
lead ECG can give you further useful information of any structural damage to the heart. 

Q - Why is obstructive sleep apnoea a RF for AF? 

A - Obstructive sleep apnoea is associated with pulmonary hypertension and high atrial 
dimensions which can precipitate AF. 

Q - What about patients who have had a successful cardioversion? 

A - Sadly there is no conclusive evidence that cardioversion reduces stroke risk. Most 
patients revert back to AF after “successful” cardioversion. 

Q - What heart rate target should be achieved with beta blocker or digoxin? 

A - Beta blocker monotherapy or rate limiting calcium channel blocker monotherapy (e.g. 
diltiazem) should be used to achieve rate control and digoxin only used as an add on if 
required. The target heart rate is < 110 bpm with good symptom control. This usually means 
a target of around 80-90 bpm. Stricter targets are associated with more problems (e.g. 
bradycardic episodes) with little or no benefit. 

Q - What are the advantages of rhythm control over rate control? 

A - Rhythm control can offer improved symptom control in those patients who remain 
symptomatic despite a rate control strategy. 

Q - Is this dependent on the age of the patient? 

A - Yes rhythm control with catheter ablation is generally better suited to younger patients 
with paroxysmal AF. 

Q - If TTR is < 60% but DOAC is contraindicated are there any other options? 

A - If anticoagulation is contraindicated (e.g. patients with recurrent GI bleeding on 
anticoagulation) or if warfarin control can’t be improved to > 65% and DOACs 
contraindicated then patients can be referred for assessment of left atrial occlusion. 

Q - Just to confirm, can stop aspirin if taken for angina and found to be in AF when 
starting DOAC? 

A - Yes for patients with stable coronary disease and AF, NOAC monotherapy is sufficient. 

Q - What about CVA if not thought to be AF related? 

For non-AF ischaemic stroke, antiplatelet therapy is the treatment of choice together with 
CV risk factor modification. 
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